Interaction mechanism of insulin with ZnO nanoparticles by replica exchange molecular dynamics simulation.
The interaction of ZnO nanoparticles with biological molecules such as proteins is one of the most important and challenging problems in molecular biology. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are useful technique for understating the mechanism of various interactions of proteins and nanoparticles. In the present work, the interaction mechanism of insulin with ZnO nanoparticles was studied. Simulation methods including MD and replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) and their conditions were surveyed. According to the results obtained by REMD simulation, it was found that insulin interacts with ZnO nanoparticle surface via its polar and charged amino acids. Unfolding insulin at ZnO nanoparticle surface, the terminal parts of its chains play the main role. Due to the linkage between chain of insulin and chain of disulfide bonds, opposite directional movements of N terminal part of chain A (toward nanoparticle surface) and N termini of chain B (toward solution) make insulin unfolding. In unfolding of insulin at this condition, its helix structures convert to random coils at terminal parts chains.